Dr. Amilt Gupta, M.D.

A Consultant Plastic & Cosmetic Surgeon in Gurgaon, Noida & Delhi who prefers to be known as Aesthetics Surgeon.

His brilliant academic record includes a MS degree with super-specialization in plastic Surgery from Maulana Azad Medical College, Delhi in course of which he a won the Lt. Governor’s Trophy for the Best All Round Medical Graduate in the year 1999, and Dr. KB Sharma Shield for Best Contributor to Corporate Life of College.

Dr. Gupta went on to get his Fellowships in Cosmetic Surgery from Europe & Brazil. Besides undergoing training at Burns Trauma Management Center in Microvascular Surgery Reconstructive and Congenital Defect Correction Surgery he trained with Dr Patrik Tonnard in Belgium in MACS Lift Surgery which is the most current development in the field of Facial Rejuvenative Surgery in Europe.

Dr Gupta has thee largest experience with VASER procedures in North and is called upon to train other plastic surgeons. He has a large number of patients flying in for VASER from US, UK, Canada, UAE, Australia, Russia, as well as from all over India. He regularly performs mega liposuctions and whole body contouring procedures.
SERVICES

HAIR TRANPLANT
GYNECOMASTIA
LIPOSUCTION RHINOPLASTY SURGERY
FAT INJECTIONS
HAIR LOSS TREATMENT
MALE BREAST SURGERY
FILLERS MOMMY MAKEOVER
FACE-LIFT VASER SIX PACK BOTOX
HYMENOPLASTY EYELID SURGERY
LASER HAIR REMOVAL
DOUBLE CHIN REMOVAL
Hair Restoration

At Divine we have elevated hair Restoration procedure and create your own special techniques to deliver amazing and magical hair transplant results. This is exemplified by the 4500+ hair transplants that we have done in the last 10 years along with more than 2000 patients on hair fall management treatment. With Divine you get the Assurance of...

- 100% hair growth
- Absolutely natural hair line
- More than 9000 hair follicles in one go
- Money back assurance*
- Availability of 5 Different techniques of hair transplant
- Supercharged hair transplant procedures with PRP
- Complementary sessions of PRP with hair transplant along with post procedure medicines and free one year follow up
- Edited video recording of the procedure*

We do the following

1. Long Hair transplant- the speciality of Dubai now available in Delhi with us. No shaving and no cutting of hair with implantation of hair in its natural length. return to office as soon as two days later
2. Robotic hair transplant- state of the art HAARTS device
3. Combination HT- upto 10000 hair follicles in one go
4. Fue
5. Fut- virtually scarless trichophytic procedure

Hair Fibres- few seconds can take your hair appearance from barely any hair to head full of hair. Ask us.
Body contouring

At Divine the patient gets an amazing body contouring procedure that not only changes their lives that makes them fall in love with your body again.

We do the most modern 4D Vaser body contouring to create almost magical transformations to create 6 packs and hour glass figures. It's time to get the Kim Kardashian butt and the JLO body at Divine.

**6 Pack Surgery** - 4 D Vaser creates dynamic 6 packs that look so natural that girls will swoon over the packs. No need to go to gym. Get your packs in a day.

**Arm Packs** - Get deltoid dolas and biceps

**Hour Glass Figure** - Look oooh ever so hot with that sensual hour glass shape that men will beg to serenade you

**Brazilian butt lift** - The magical Divine BBL- Jennifer Lopez will feel jealous seeing your butts. With use of your own fat you can raise the level of your buttock or change the shape to make it more round or more augmented or smaller

**Male Breast Surgery (Gynecomastia and chest packs)** - Leave behind the embarrassment of wearing T shirts and exposing your chest in public. Get rid of that extra fat and the man boobs to have a chiseled chest pack

All these are Day Care procedures and you can be back home after a few hours of the procedure
Female Genital Rejuvenation - The Designer Vagina

**The Big O treatment** - The O or Orgasm procedure is the new thing in enhanced sexual activity. Get ready for the most explosive orgasm ever.

**G spot enhancement** - If your boy can't locate your G spot then you need to enhance it. Let us help you help your boy excite you better. A quick 15 mts will change your nights for ever.

**Designer vagina** - Get a beautiful looking vagina with plump wrinkle free outer lips no overhanging inner lips, and a tight vagina with out designer vagina protocol.

**Vagina tightening** - You need it if child birth has robbed you of your youthfulness. Patients just feel young again. We know !!!!

**Hymen repair or revirgination** - You need to feel like a virgin again???. Then you need this. Guaranteed to make you guilt free, it's time to form a new relationship, now and forever.
Mommy Makeover & Female Breast Aesthetic Procedures

It's time to get back to being a teenager even after childbirth. With procedures that can lift sagging breast, reshape the entire abdomen and create a designer vagina you can be on top of the world again. With the best breast implants in the world a lady can now achieve a desired breast size that she always wanted to but just didn't know how and where. Come to divine we have all the answers and we have all the solutions.

**Tummy tuck** - Get rid of the loose saggy skin and the stretch marks in the lower tummy and also get a dream figure with awesome curves in the back and get rid of the love handles. It's time to get back to being you again. Just beyoutiful

**Breast reduction and breast lift**
At divine we have the answer for all breast issues and whether you find them heavy or saggy, we lift them and perk them up to perfect roundness so much that you don't need a bra to support them. If they are big? You choose the size you want. We make it happen.

**Breast Implant (breast enlargement)** - Fat or silicone implants, we know how to shape the perfect pair. We select the best size for you in sync with your body and your needs with the safest pair of implants in the world.
BOTOX, Fillers & Face Rejuvenation

Is there anything you don't like on your face? An extra wrinkle? A small lip maybe. A less than perfect nose or perhaps eye bags. Oh and just a small double chin. You will forget you had them with our special treatment protocols at Divine.

**BOTOX** - a few seconds with us can bring you huge smiles for months. A few seconds is all that is needed to take away your face wrinkles, improve your smile, shape your eyebrow and smoothen your forehead. Stop sweaty underarms and palms. Maybe you also want a thinner face. BOTOX is so versatile. We just love BOTOX.

**Fillers** - never has face shaping been easier. Layers and layers of make-up or a few drops of filler to hide your undereye trough. It's actually cheaper as well. The secret to Kylie Jenner or Angelina lips is filler and not nature. The cheeks of many Kapoors would not be so rosy without them.


**Double chin** - a quick liposuction to permanently erase the double chin.

**Buccal fat surgery** - you want the Kareena or Shahid look. We know you do. Think of us.

**Chin reshaping** - permanent implants or fillers. You choose. We deliver.
Blepharoplasty & Face Transformation Surgery

They say that the eyes are the windows to the world. We say your eyes are a window to you for the world. Eyes give away age and beautiful eyes make the face more attractive to look at.

**Asian blepharoplasty/Double Eyelid surgery** - Girls and boys of oriental origin often do this simple procedure to create what nature did not give them - an eyelid fold. If you want them, trust us, we are the best.

**Blepharoplasty for ageing eyes** - extra fat bags, ageing and hooded eyes. Let's make them young forever.

**Face transformation** - make a chubby face athletic in a single day procedure. You never knew you could look that good, so fast and so
Hair Transplant